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ABSTRACT

The impacts of floodplain regulations on residential land value s

in Oregon were investigated . It was hypothesized that the mean rate s

of appreciation for regulated lands would be significantly less tha n

those for similar, proximate, unregulated lots . Six study areas i n

western Oregon were used to test the hypothesis . The hypothesis wa s

rejected in most instances . When it was accepted, flood damage rathe r

than floodplain regulations appeared to be the cause . the converse o f

the research hypothesis was not uncommon : the mean appreciation rate s

for the regulated parcels increased significantly more rapidly tha n

those for the unregulated control parcels . It was concluded that thi s

probably reflects the amenity values of waterfront properties an d

also the markedly improved water quality of the Willamette River ove r

recent years . Thus, most of the evidence from the six study site s

suggests that floodplain regulations have not had a significant damp-

ening effect on residential land values in Oregon .

Final conclusions would be premature at this juncture because th e

research could not be carried out under ideal circumstances : 1) con-

siderable residential development antedated implementation of flood -

plain regulations in some of the study areas, reducing the potentia l

impact of the regulations ; 2) in most of the study areas, floodplai n

regulations were in the emergency phase (less stringent regulations )

during most or all of the study periods used ; and 3) assessment pro-

cedures varied from one county to the next, making it impossible t o

uniformly adjust for extraneous factors affecting land value appre-

ciation rates .
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Chapter I

THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH APPROAC H

The Proble m

This research sought to resolve some of the ambiguities about

the relationship between fl oodpl ai n regulations and residential lan d

values . It is suggested that clarification of this uncertain rela-

tionship would facilitate the tardy implementation of a more com-

prehensive and successful approach to flood damage mitigation tha n

is presently employed . A comprehensive approach to flood damag e

mitigation requires a balanced application of means designed t o

modify : (a) the flood waters ; (b) the susceptibility to floo d

damage ; and (c) the impact of flood damage . l

The traditional approach to flood damage mitigation has bee n

to rely chiefly on structures to lower flood crests . That these

" flood control" measures are a misnomer and ineffective is wel l

documented . Over the four and one-half decades that the structura l

approach has been in effect, over $13 billion has been spent by th e

federal government on structures, over six billion of it during the

last decade . 2 But flood damages have continued to rise . By the mi d

1960's annual average damages exceeded one billion ; by 1979 this ha d

increased to approximately three billion . The U .S . Water Resource s

Council projected that by the year 2000 annual losses in 1975 dollars

would be well above five billion if floOdplain management methods in
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use during the 1970's remained constant . 3

Continuing encroachment of intensive types of land use onto

flood prone lands is the principal cause for burgeoning flood losses .

Modification of this encroachment became the goal of those advocatin g

a greater reliance on a nonstructural approach to flood hazar d

mitigation . The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is the most

important part of this nonstructural approach .

Since its enactment in 1968, the intent of the NFIP has been t o

complement the structural approach by modifying both the susceptibility

to flood damage and the impact of flooding . Flood insurance become s

available to property owners in flood prone areas on the conditio n

that specified types of floodplain management are implemented b y

their respective local governments . Thus, a comprehensive approach t o

flood hazard mitigation not only calls for "keeping flood water s

away from people" as attempted through the structural approach, bu t

also for " keeping people away from flood waters" by various types o f

floodplin management measures .

An importaht part of floodplain management is the implementation

of land use regulations in flood prone areas . Resistance to the

application of efficacious floodplain regulations has contributed t o

the laging implementation of the NFIP . This resistance is attributable ,

in some measure, to efforts by organized groups favoring real estat e

and devlopment interests . These influential special interests

allege that floodplain regulations not only negatively affect propert y

values, but also reduce the tax bases of regulated communities . They

allege further that floodplain regulations coftstitute a taking of land
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without payment of just compensation as required by the Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendments . Despite the fact that these charges hav e

been struck down by the courts,4 questions about the relationshi p

between floodplain regulations and property values remain an obstacl e

to implementation of effective floodplain regulations . The research

attempted to answer some of these questions in the following manner .

Assumptions and Methodolog y

It was hypothesized that mean assessed values of residential lots

within regulated floodplains would appreciate at significantly lowe r

rates than mean assessed values of similar lots not so regulated . The

generalized spatial relationships and relative degrees of floo d

vulnerability for regulated and unregulated control lots are shown i n

Figure I . Efforts were made to concentrate the study areas in a

relatively narrow band between x and y (Figure 1) . It was assumed tha t

confinement of the study areas between x and y would not only minimiz e

the difference of flood vulnerability between the regulated lots (in 3-x )

and control properties (in 3-y), but also would reduce the probability

of non-flood related factors influencing assessed lot values in onl y

one of the two areas being compared .

Figure 2 illustrates in a general way the hypothesized impact o f

floodplain regulations on appreciation rates of assessed residentia l

land values . Lots designated as "r" are located in 3-x, while "c "

lots are located in 3-y of Figure 1 . A1-A5 represent years whe n

appraisors made on-site inspections of parcels in a study area . The

interval between each such appraisal is usually six years . Thus,
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during the twelve year period between Al and A3, befor e

of floodplain regulations, the mean appreciation rates

implementation

of "r" lot s

and control lots, "c", were about equal . After the initiation o f

floodplain regulations, " R", control lots appreciated significantl y

faster than the regulated lots .

Land values were used rather than property values , for two reasons .

First, housing characteristics—and subsequently property values—var y

much more than land values within a relatively compact study are a

(x-y in Figure 1) . Thus greater variation from differences in housin g

would futher complicate attempts to make a meaningful comparison o f

appreciation rates of regulated and unregulated properii es . Second ,

floodplain regulations have a potentially greater impact on developin g

areas, where much of the land does not yet have buildings . In these

instances only raw land values could be used which would rende r

comparisons with developed areas difficult .

Although studies of real estate values often utilize sales data ,

this research is based on assessed values . This was done to tak e

advantage of property assessment procedures in Oregon . Since 1968 ,

Oregon statute ORS 308 .232 required local tax assessors to assess real

property at 100 percent of true cash value . Close supervision by

the Oregon Department of Revenue since 1971 has resul t6d in a relativel y

close approximation between assessed and market values .

Utilization of assessed values mitigated some of he problem s

that would have occurred from use of sales data . Firs, there

probably would not have been enough recent sales in the relativel y

small study areas to have made meaningful comparisons between



regulated and unregulated parcels . Second, a significant number of

sales data do not accurately reflect true market value, requirin g

investigators to expend considerable time and effort to winnow

representative values . This necessary screening is done in the

assessment process during preparation of Ratio Studies by the Orego n

Department of Revenue . The types of sales transactions that are

generally excluded from consideration include : sales through

condemnation ; transfers to avoid foreclosure of mortgage ; sale s

by judicial order, decree, or proceeding (foreclosure of mortgage s

and trust deeds, sales by receivers, etc .) ; deeds given by an

administrator, personal representative or trustee of a decedent ' s

estate ; transfers between relatives ; transfers between corporat e

affiliates ; transfers to avoid lein of a judgement ; sales of an

undivided interest ; sales to charitable, educational, and religiou s

institutions ; trade or exchange properties ; and sales of partia l

interests . 5

In addition, the assessment process in Oregon has become more

sensitive to land use regulations . In 1976, House Bill 3015 amende d

ORS 308 .235 to add . . . current zoning and other government lan d

use restrictions to the list of considerations governing assessmen t

methods of taxable property ." 6 It was assumed that implementation

of HB 3015 would dampen further appreciation rates of regulated lands

vis-a-vis those of unregulated parcels .

Selection of Study Area s

Seven criteria were established to aid in the selection of relativel y

standard study areas . With few exceptions the six study areas meet the



following criteria : 1) They were zoned for single family residentia l

use . 2) They contained an adequate number of parcels in both the

regulated and unregulated parts of the study area . 3) They displaye d

relative homogeneity in both physical and socio-economic conditions .

4) They contained no abrupt topographic changes along the boundar y

between regulated and unregulated lots (3 in Figure 1) that woul d

be noticeable to real tors and the general public, alerting them to

possible differences in flood vulnerability . Thus, as fa'r as possible ,

the selected study areas had gradually sloping topography as shown i n

Figure 1, which minimized difference in actual flood hazards withi n

the study area . 5) With one exception, the study areas were charac -

terized by an absence of serious flooding during the last several year s

prior to the study period (before A2 in Figure 2) . This was considere d

desirable because flooding often has a strong negative effect on

property values for several years after inundation, thereby pre-

cluding a meaningful calibration period before floodplain regulation s

begin . 6) Floodplain regulations had been implemented (in section 3-x

of Figure 1) for at least several years . 7) The records of assessed

values were both accessible and reliable for the proposed study period .

Although assessed values are public information and as such ar e

presumably open to the public, county assessors can make access t o

the necessary volume of data difficult, expensive, and time consumin g

if they choose to do so . For this reason, potential study areas in a

county close to Oregon State University were dropped from furthe r

consideration . In another county with potentially promising study

areas, data were accessible, but not considered suitable because
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sources in the State Department of Revenue warned that data fro m

assessments during the appropriate study period were too distorte d
to be meaningful . Finally, a potential study area had to b e

reasonably close to Oregon State University in order to reduce

travel time and associated costs . Figure 3 indicates the locatio n

of the six study areas, all of which are in the Willamette Valley .

Thus, the research was undertaken in an area representative o f
the state's ecumene, in that approximately 70 percent of Oregon' s

population resides there .
A criterion that most of the parcels be undeveloped, at leas t

until the study period started, had to be dropped because its use
would have precluded too many potential study sites meeting mos t
or all of the other criteria .

Suitable study areas proved rather difficult to locate . First ,

there are relatively few housing developments in the regulate d

floodplain . This perhaps reflects the fact that in Oregon there
appears to be an abundance of suitable sites for residentia l
development off the floodplains . In addition, the state's requirement s

that local governments produce and then enforce comprehTive land
use plans encouraged county governments to rezone extensive rura l
areas in the floodplains for exclusive agricultural use, thereby
precluding residential development in areas that otherwise would hav e
attracted builders .

Potential study areas were isolated by using floodplain infor-
mation studies published by the Corps of Engineers, flood hazard boundar y

maps, and/or flood information rate maps produced by the Department of
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Housing and Urban Development or by the Federal Emergency Managemen t

Agency . Information from these sources was supplemented by aerial

photos, USGS 7 .5 minute quadrangles, and in some cases large scal e

maps used by local planning and engineering agencies . Field checks

established whether the potential study areas adequately met th e

criteria noted above . During the field checks, personnel in county

assessor's offices were queried about the accessibility of dat a

and the years during which on site appraisals of the lots in the

potential study areas had been made . During the same field checks ,

personnel in county planning offices were also asked to confirm date s

of entry into programs that required floodplain zoning and about th e

characteristics of such programs .

Since areas of regulated floodplains are usually not shown o n

assessors' tax lot maps, a zoom transfer scope was used to transfe r

the boundaries of regulated floodplains from the maps used to

enforce regulations to the large scale tax lot maps . The latte r

maps contain the tax lot and parcel tax numbers used to referenc e

the location of individual parcel data cards in the assessors '

offices .

Aquisition and Testings of Assessed Dat a

Much of the data used for each study area was obtained in th e

appropriate assessor's office . Parcel data cards for propertie s

in the selected study areas (x-y in Figure 1) were examined to

determine land values for years of on site reappraisals . Normall y

on site reappraisals take place every six years . Beginning in the

early 1970's, values were adjusted upward by assessor's offices
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during each of the intervening five years . These upward adjustment s

were based on increases in the part of the county where on site

appraisals had been undertaken that year .

The assess ent process separates property values into tw o

categories . Re 1 property includes the land and selected improvement s

thereto while p rsonal property refers to the house and associate d

buildings . Since the research was only concerned with relative

appreciation rates of land, the values assigned as personal property

were not recorded . Factors affecting land values required carefu l

consideration . For one study area, for example, value difference s

among lots not related to fl oodpl ai n regulation had to be adjusted t o

compensate for such extraneous influences . Compensation for variou s

assessor adjustments to land values required the greatest attentio n

when the North Albany study area was being considered . Methods use d

for this compensation are discussed in Chapter I I .

To test the study hypothesis--that the mean appreciation rate s

of regulated lots would be significantly less than those of simila r

unregulated lots--the following procedure was used . The statistica l

tests used to compare the mean appreciation rates of regulated an d

unregulated properties were : 1), for samples larger than 30 ; the

z-score large-scale independent test of the difference between two

population means ; and 2), for samples smaller than 30 ; the t-score

small-scale independent test of the difference between two populatio n

means .

Alpha (a) levels of .05 significance were used for both tests .

The null (Ho) and alternative (Ha) hypotheses for all tests were of
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the form :

	

Ho : (1-a) = 0

	

(or p i = P2 )

and Ha : (P1-P2)

	

0

	

(Or PI

	

P2) ,

where pi = the population mean of regulated parcels ,

and 11 2 = the population mean of unregulated parcels .

The large-scale tests for sample sizes greater than 30 use d

the test statistic :
...,

z = (xl -x2 )

where 1' 1 '2 and xi represent the regulated parcels ' sample size ,

sample variance, and sample mean, respectively ;

and n s2 and x2 represent the unregulated parcels' sample size ,2'2 '
sample variance, and sample mean, respectively .

The null hypothesis is rejected if the calculated z is greater tha n

z a/2 or less than -za/2 (
+
- 1 .96) .

The small-scale tests for sample sizes less than 30 used th e

0

test statistic :

(X~-X2 ) - 0
t

	

1sp (7 + n-)

2
, where s2 = (n l -l)s l + (n 2 -1) 4

+ n 2 - 2

s2 refers to the pooled sample variance, and the subscripts 1 and 2p
again refer to regulated and unregulated parcels, respectively .

The null hypothesis is rejected if the calculated t is greate r

than ta/2 or less than '''ta/2 based on (n 1 +n2 -2) degrees of freedom .



Chapter I I

THE NORTH ALBANY STUDY ARE A

Characteristics of the Study Are a

The North Albany study area lies on the eastern fringe of Benton

County in an unincorporated residential community across the Willamett e

River from Albany, Oregon (Figure 4) . This study area met most o f

the criteria outlined in Chapter I . Investigation determined tha t

it was : zoned for rural/urban uses up to one-half acre in size

(most study parcels ranged from .29 to .33 acres [12,632-14,375 squar e

feet]) ; has generally level land with a few swat es and low spots ;

had no commercial or industrial districts located immediately nearby ;

and contained residential dwellings most of which appeared to be o f

similar size and quality construction . Part of the study area wa s

damaged by the last large scale flood event in December, 1964 .

The North Albany study served as a pilot effort for subsequent studie s

of the effects of flood regulations on residential land values .

Parcels in the North Albany study area fall under the purview

of Benton County floodplain ordinances enacted in 1974 . 1 These

regulations prohibit building within the regulatory zone unles s

certain floodproofing measures, such as the use of land fill o r

raised concrete footings, are undertaken to elevate the minimu m

flood level above the water surface of the 100-year flood . Concurrent

with floodplain regulations, the county zoned most other non-residentia l

floodplain lands as "exclusive farm use" (EH) zones, thus precludin g

any further development other than for agricultural uses .
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Benton County Assessment Procedure s

An explanation of the procedure used by personnel in th e

Benton County assessor ' s office is nOw presented to facilitate

a better understanding of the methoddlogy used for this study area .

As explained in Chapter I, county assessor's offices generall y

divide counties into six parts, perfgrming field inspections i n

each of the subdivisions once every six years . In the Nort h

Albany study area this occurred in 1970 and 1976 . For the years

1971-74, data cards show no increase ; in 1975, the assessmen t

procedure was converted to a computerized system and an across -

the-board increase of 30 percent was applied to all properties .

This figure assumes a 30 percent increase of assessed values base d

on actual sales data for parcels betwen 1971 and 1974 ; likewise ,

the 1976 reappraisals are supposed to reflect sales data generate d

during the period 1974-76 .

Personnel in the Benton County assessor's office may adjus t

land values for several reasons . Firlst, lot properties are dis-

counted by either 75 percent or 80 p~'e~ cent of full value, terme d

"developer ' s discount," until any one of three conditions exist :

1) 60 percent of the lots in a given subdivision have been developed ;

2) a given lot itself is built upon ; or 3) the lot is sold into

individual ownership . At times, developers discount was note d

directly on the assessor cards while t other times, evidence that

the discount was being applied became apparent only by studyin g

the gradations of value increase after• home construction .
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Secondly, the aval i abi l i ty of water and sewer services i s

considered a land improvement and is added either separately o r

grouped together and termed " homesite " on assessor data cards .

Prior to 1970, there was no organized method for adding the valu e

of water and septic facilities to the property land values . In

some instances, water and sewer were added individually in additio n

to land and in others, the lark! value already included wate r

availability, with septic added after home construction . After

1970, the land was valued as if bare and the two services were

combined and added under the designation homesite . For example ,

in 1970 the values allotted to water and sewer were $500 and $450 ,

respectively, while in 1976, homesite services (water and sewe r

combined) were valued at $1650 .

Third, location and shape adjustments at varying rates o f

reduction were applied to some lots in North Albany if they were

fronted by unusually busy streets on one or two sides, or if the

shape of the lot presented unusual building or maintenance problems .

Most of the few adjustments for both categories were minor .

Finally, and of cardinal significance for the research, assessors

allow a variable adjustment termed "topography" for physica l

deformities which may complicate or prohibit building on a parcel .

These conditions include : 1) lowness and susceptibility to flooding ,

2) steepness (involving, for example, the inconvenience of a hig h

dri veway), and 3) inaccessibility . It was assumed that in North

Albany the use of topographic adjustments referred to flood pron e

sites since conditions of steepness or inaccessibility did not
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exist and most topographic reductions carried remarks such as " low"

or "below floodplain ." In the remainder of this report, topographi c

adjustments are referred to as flood-related adjustments .

Selection of Study Area and Perio d

The North Albany study area was initially chosen after inspection

of the Corps of Engineers Flood Plain Information Studies for Albany

and the Willamette River ; these maps contain aerial photograph s

overlain by grids delineating the boundaries of the 100-yea r

regulatory flood and the standard project flood . 2 Benton County used

the same maps in 1974 as a basis for determining flood hazard

regulation zones . Also used for comparison and cross-checking o f

information were the Federal Emergency Management Agency ' s (FEMA's )

flood hazard boundary maps, U .S .G .S . 7 .5 minute topographic series ,

and large scale maps of the area used by the Benton County Plannin g

Department .

Individual properties in North Albany were located on larg e

scale tax lot maps contained in the Benton County assessor's office .

These maps contain the tax lot and parcel tax numbers used to referenc e

the location of individual parcel data cards . A zoom transfer scope

was then used to superimpose the regulated floodplain boundary fro m

the Corps of Engineers maps to the tax lot maps .

Initally 128 properties, about equally divided between th e

regulated and unregulated zones, were recorded for examination .

Ninety-one of these were finally chosen for the study ; 45 propertie s

were located within the regulated zone and 46 unregulated propertie s

were located outside of this zone (Figure 5) . The area was extensively
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field checked to make certain that there were no unusual topographi c

or socio-economic anomalies between regulated and unregulated l antd s

and properties . While the 91 properties met nearly all of the study

area criteria outlined in Chapter I, only eight of the residentia l

lots were undeveloped . Properties omitted from the study include d

those which were bisected by the regulation boundary line, those whic h

changed size during the study period, and a few where assessor site

adjustments were unclear .

The physical reappraisal years of 1970 and 1976 were chosen fo r

the study period since the enactment of Benton County floodplai n

regulations occurred in 1974 . Theoretically, any change that the

floodplain regulations may have had on the rates of land valu e

appreciation among properties would be reflected in market sale s

between 1974 and 1976 and hence also in assessed land values for th e

1976 appraisal year . Ideally, a calibration period of the same

number of years duration would be compared with the study data excep t

that the extensive flooding which occurred in 1964 would probabl y

have had negative effects on values during at least the early year s

of the calibration period . In addition, many of the parcels wer e

then part of much larger, agriculturally-zoned lots . Calibration ,

therefore, was not attempted .

Modification of Raw Dat a

Several modifications of the raw data were required befor e

statistical testing could begin . First, in the attempt to reduc e

all properties to a bare land value equivalent, all assessor-relate d

adjustments to land described earlier, such as homesite and developer
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discoun designations, were removed, with the special exception o f

flood-related adjustments .

Second, certain assessor errors had to be corrected . Simpl e

computational errors were mostly minor in nature, although for on e

property it approached three percent . In another instance, an

appraiser new to the area mistakenly adjusted previously reduce d

properties at full value . Finally, for some properties built i n

1972 and 1973, the assessor applied a "homesite" adjustment to parce l

values which already included water, thereby mistakenly assessin g

double the amount for water services .

Third, 16 of the unregulated parcels were subdivided from

previously agricultural land between the two study years of 1970 an d

1976 ; their records, therefore, did not date back to 1970 . For the

purpose of the study, it was assumed that the entering land valu e

for the year the property was built on was applicable instead . Thi s

was considered acceptable since most properties showed no change

in assessed values between 1971 and 1974 .

And fourth, 23 of the 45 regulated properties had flood-relate d

adjustments levied against them . There were no such adjustments o f

properties in the unregulated category . Of these 23 cases, 15 ha d

flood-related adjustments levied in 1970 only, three had adjustment s

for 1976 only, and four properties had flood-related adjustment s

for both years . (The remaining case was adjusted after 1976 . )

Lots in the regulated area which had adjustments related t o

flood hazards in 1970 but not in 1976 reflected, in most cases, th e

construction of houses during the interim years . It was assumed that
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when the properties were reinspected in 1976 and observed by th e

assessor to have been built upon, the flood-related adjustments were

removed since any impediment to building apparently no longer existed .

It is noteworthy, however, that although the landowner might have

taken measures to floodproof his property, he probably did not do so ,

because in all cases, home building occurred prior to enactment o f

Benton county floodplain regulations in 1974 . In those cases where

the landowner did not implement floodproofing measures, the flood -

related adjustment levied in 1970 could be considered equally applicabl e

in 1976 . In this interpretation, the adjustment is no longer influence d

by home construction ; rather, it now represents for both years th e

decreased utility of the parcel due to flood potential .

Since North Albany was a pilot study, both possibilities were

considered when analyzing the data . Therefore, two different methods

of computation were used for the 16 lots in the regulated zone whic h

had flood-related adjustments in 1970 only . The first method

(hereafter referred to as "Mr) incorporated the adjustment in 197 0

but not in 1976, as actually done by the assessor . The secon d

method (termed " M2 " ) applied the 1970 percentage adjustment in bot h

years, even though this was not actually done by the assessor . The

three properties with adjustments in 1976 only were computed unde r

the Ml procedure since a negative percentage increase produced b y

calculations for both years would lead to inconsistent results . Al l

other regulated properties with flood-related adjustments actuall y

applied t n both years were computed in that manner and appended t o

each of the two methods for testing .
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Lot values for 1970 and 1976 were collected for all study

parcels, adjusted for the several conditions noted above, and then

converted to a dollar per acre figure to reduce effects that a

variation in parcel size might have on the remaining data . The

dollar per acre lot values were compared between the years 197 0

and 1976 to determine a percentage increase, then the mean

percentage increases between the regulated and unregulated portion s

of the study area were compared to determine if there were any

significant differences . If, as hypothesized, floodplain regulation s

decrease the rate of residential land value appreciation relative

to similar, proximate lands which are unregulated, the regulate d

parcels would increase in value significantly less rapidly than the

unregulated parcels . The null hypothesis was used to test this .

The null hypothesis states that there is no significant difference

in the rates of land value appreciation between the regulated an d

unregulated parcels in the study area . Test results are presented

below .

Test Result s

In each instance the study hypothesis is rejected (Table 1) .

It is noteworthy, however, . . that when the two procedures, M1 and M2 ,

are used to compare growth rates between regulated and unregulate d

properties, one method shows important differences while the othe r

does not . Using the Ml procedure the percentage increase o f

regulated lots was significantly higher statistically than the

percentage increase of unregulated lots (Appreciation Rate Comparison

I, Table 1) . In the other instance, in which the flood-related
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adjustments were included for both years (M2), there were no significan t

differences of mean growth rates of assessed land values betwee n

the regulated and unregulated parcels (Appreciation Rate Comparison I I ,

Table 1) .

Comparing appreciation rates of regulated and unregulated parcel s

that were built on during the 1970-76 period indicated that the mean

appreciation rates of regulated properties were significantly higher

than those of unregulated properties, when both Ml and M2 procedure s

were used (Appreciation Rate Comparisons III and IV, Table 1) .

Finally, a comparison between the eight unbui l t lots in the regulated

zone and the 16 unregulated lots built on during the study perio d

indicated that there was no significant difference of appreciatio n

rates (Appreciation Rate Comparison V, Table I) .

The results of testing the Ml method of computation (using bot h

sample sizes, 16 and 45) not only decidedly reject the null an d

research hypotheses, but suggest the converse, i .e ., that the rate

of land value appreciation of assessed residential parcels subject

to fl oodpl ai n regulation is greater than that of unregulated parcels .

Use of the M2 method with 16 samples also produced the same results .

On the other hand, the null hypothesis was supported when the M2 pro-

cedure was used with the largest sample size, and when undevelope d

regulated lots were compared with those unregulated parcels built on

during the study period (Appreciation Rate Comparison II and V, res-

pectively, Table 1) .
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Discussion

Before inferences from the test results are made, some of th e

problems encountered in the North Albany study are discussed . The

first complicating factor was that some of the eight unbui l t lots ,

in addition to being flood prone (and regulated after 1974), were note d

to have septic permit denials as a result of unsuccessful attempts t o

obtain building permits . The Benton County assessor ' s office reduce s

the assessment of a property by half its market value if it is un-

bu i t dabl e for any reason . Consequently, in these cases, it i s

difficult to isolate the effects of flood potential and regulations

from the unsuitability of the site for septic tanks .

Second, almost all of the 91 study parcels were built on before

Benton County floodplain regulations went into effect in 1974 . Yet

floodplain regulations most probably have a greater impact on unde-

veloped land . It is possible that the several computations necessary

for adjusting the 91 properties to a bare land value may either have

masked sensitive differences between properties in either the regulated

or unregulated portions of the study area, or modified the data t o

an extent that the inferences resulting from statistical testing may

be inconclusive . For unimproved residential lands the impact o f

floodplain regulations may well be more substantial ; for improved

residential lands, the impact is more difficult to detect .

And third, it is not known whether assessed values were based

on actual sales in the regulated and study areas . Even though th e

Benton County assessor's office recorded sales transactions in Nort h

Albany for the study years 1970 and 1976 ,

	

.it was not possible,
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unfortunately, for the purposes of this study to determine exactl y

how many of the sales parcels were used to arrive at a marke t

evaluation nor was it possible to determine whether they wer e

located in either the regulated or unregulated zones . If the physica l

reappraisal values of the 91 study parcels are based, for example ,

on only a small actual number of sales in 1970 and 1976, then th e

statistical tests may have correspondingly produced less representativ e

results as well .

It was hypothesized that the promulgation of Benton County

floodplain regulations in 1974 would depress the rate of residentia l

land value appreciation for those properties affected by the ordinanc e

relative to similar properties which would not be affected . Of the

two analytical procedures considered for this research, the M2

procedure appears to be less sensitive to the influences that home

construction during the study period may have had on the growth rate s

of assessed land values . Also, it appears that method M2 is more

indicative of the relative potential for flood damages On a parcel-by-

parcel basis .

As a result of testing with this procedure it was found that th e

flood hazard regulations apparently have had little effect on lan d

values in North Albany, although the strength of the tests performe d

may be open to some speculation due to the small sample size of som e

property types tested and to other complications outlined above . I t

would also appear as if during the study period the demand for desirabl e

residential properties in North Albany outweighed any significant impac t

that the potential for flood damages and/or floodplain regulations may

have had on the assessed values of those residential lands .



Chapter II I

THE OAK GROVE STUDY ARE A

Characteristics of the Study Are a

This study area is located in the northwest corner of Clackama s

County in the unincorporated community of Oak Grove (Figures 3 & 6) .

It lies on the east side of the Willamette River between the citie s

of Gladstone and Milwaukie, near southeast Portland, approximatel y

20 river miles from the Columbia River .

The study area is an old residential neighborhood which has been

slowly developed over the last 90 years . An estimated 90 percent o f

the houses in the area were built before 1960, several in the las t

century . Although there are presently twenty vacant tax lots, most o f

them have been "annexed" by adjacent property owners and are unlikel y

to be developed . Only six tax lots appearLto be vacant and readil y

developable .

The study area displays a relatively high degree of homogeneity .

Although there is a fairly wide range of lot sizes, all are wel l

landscaped and maintained . The streets are generally similar in size an d

condition . The study area is zoned low density residential .

The Oak Grove study area is downstream from all major tributaries

of the Willamette . This particular reach of the river has a history

of frequent floods, most of which are relatively minor . In additio n

to winter flooding characteristics of the Willamette, backwater floodin g

from the Columbia River sometimes causes high water on this reach ,

usually in the late spring or early summer . At a gage one-half mile
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SITE 2 GENERAL LOCATION MA P

Figure 6
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downstream from the study area, the Willamette has topped its bank s

(at 16 feet above mean sea level) 114 times between 1884 and 1967, an d

numerous times since then . ' Although the river banks at the study

area are somewhat higher than those at the gage, flooding has no t

been infrequent . Nine major flood events have occurred here, thre e

of which were during the last thirty-five years .

In December, 1964, the highest flood of the century occurred ,

despite the construction of nine flood-control dams upstream on the

Willamette system during the previous twenty years . At the afore -

mentioned gage, the Willamette crested at 39 .6 feet, 23 .6 feet above

its banks . Backwater from the Columbia River made this flood more

severe than it would have been otherwise . This flood caused extensiv e

damage in the study area as it did throughout much of the Willamett e

Valley . With the subsequent addition of four more flood control

dams upstream on the Willamette System, a similar set of climati c

events would now result in a flood crest about four feet lower tha n

that of December, 1964 . 2 In addition, the provision of large increment s

of upstream storage on the Columbia system over the last 20 years ha s

reduced the probability of Columbia backwater flooding along this reach

of the Willamette .

Floodplain regulations have been enforced in the Oak Grove stud y

area for approximately a decade . In 1971 Clackamas County joined th e

emergency phase of the National Flood Insurance Program . To accomplis h

this, the Clackamas County Commission amended the county zonin g

ordinance with Final Court Order Number 71-1551 . In 1974 when more
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floodplain information was available, the county adopted th e

Comprehensive Plan of the Flood Plain Management District, which was

later amended in 1976 and 1978 .

	

.Clackamas County then entered th e

regular phase of the National Flood Insurance Program when the floo d

insurance rate maps (FIRMs) were completed in 1978 . Thus, over th e

last ten years, floodplain regulations in Clackamas County have

become more stringent and comprehensive .

Duration of the Study Perio d

The 23-year study period for the oak Grove site is considerabl y

longer than those of the other study areas . Extension of the study

period was undertaken to utilize data from an earlier study in thi s

area . 3 Lengthening the duration of the study period had both positiv e

and negative effects on the research effort .

On the positive side, lengthening the period of comparison before

flood-related regulations took place increased the probability o f

being able to discern trends of relative mean appreciation rates tha t

might have been developing between the regulated and unregulated parcels .

In addition, the occurrence of a major flood event during the earl y

part of the study period (year seven of a 23 year study period) whil e

providing an opportunity to test for the impact of flooding on propert y

values would also allow enough time for probable normalization of lan d

value appreciation rates by the time floodplain regulations were

implemented . Finally, the trends in residential property values base d

on assessor data could be compared to similar data from the study are a

covering a period from 1962 to 1970 that was published by the Environmenta l

Protection Agency (EPA) .
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On the negative side, data of assessments prior to 1968 les s

accurately reflect market values than those after that time . In

addition, the longer study period resulted in complications stemmin g

from a greater frequency of changes in lot size and other lot

characteristics .

Selection of Study Lots

A number of lots within the study area were excluded from th e

analysis (Figure 7)

	

In general, winnowing of lots was necessary

to make their dimensions and other characteristics similar . I t

was also necessary to remove lots that could not be placed wit h

confidence into either the regulated or unregulated categories .

Details of the screening process follow :

-- In order to attain more uniform lot sizes, lots were eliminate d

that were more than double or less than half the average size of

residential lots within the study area . This was not done, however ,

with lake front lots, since they were so variable in size that over

half of these parcels would have been eliminated .

-- Most of the vacant lots were excluded because they belonged to

owners of adjacent lots with houses . In these instances, they

were assessed at a much lower level, i .e ., as additional land rathe r

than separate lots .

-- Many lots changed size during the study period, especially due to

subdivision . All of these lots were excluded from the analysi s

between 1958 and 1975 . Thirty-four lots of this type were, however ,

used in the 1975 to 1981 period of analysis to give greater precisio n

in testing the hypothesis .
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-- Lots were eliminated if it was difficult to determine whethe r

they should be placed in either the regulated or unregulated category .

This was done by examination of the 1978 FIRM maps . If less than

25 percent of a lot was within the regulated area, it was considere d

to be an unregulated, control parcel . If at least 50 percent wa s

within the regulated zone, it was placed in the regulated category .

Lots were eliminated from the analysis if between 25 and 50 percen t

were in the regulated zone . This approach was used because th e

scale of the FIRM maps precludes greater precision .

-- Also excluded from the study were those few lots that were shifted

from the unregulated to the regulated category with publication o f

the FIRM maps in 1978 .

-- Properties on the east shore of the River Forest Lake wer e

eliminated for several reasons (Figure 7) . With the steep bluff

running north-south through the middle of each lot, the only buildabl e

area is high aboVe the regulatory boundary, while more than half of

each lot is below this boundary . Thus, it is not obvious in which

group to place these lots . Also, over half of these lots were no t

subdivided until after 1958 .

Grouping Regulated Lots Before Comparing Appreciation Rate s

In order to compare mean appreciation rates between lots tha t

are similar--with the exception of the presence or absence of flood -

plain regulations—it was necessary to group lots within the regulate d

boundaries into three categories : 1) river front, 2) lake front, and

3) non-waterfront . This was done after initial examination of data
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from the study area revealed that various characteristics of the river

front and lake front lots appeared to be markedly different than thos e

of the non-waterfront and unregulated lots (Table 2) .

TABLE 2 . SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF LOTS IN THE OAK GROVE STUDY ARE A

Category

	

No . of lots

	

x (sq . ft .)

	

s

	

Median

Unregulated 27 (42) a 16,116 6,198 17,13 9

Regulate d

Non-waterfront 22 (41) a 16,383 6,305 14,72 0

Lake front 13 36 508 b 18,792 32,400

River front 25 23,072 6,038 21,000

a

	

Larger sample size for the 1975-81 interval .

b

	

Includes the area within the lake .

A student's t test was used to determine whether the three sub -

groups of parcels within the regulated category should be treated a s

separate populations . After the three groups of parcels were statisti -

cally compared in terms of mean size per lot, mean price per lot for

each assessment year, and mean price per square foot of lot for each

assessment year, it was concluded that the most meaningful approac h

to testing the impact of floodplain regulations on mean appreciatio n

rates would be to focus the comparison on the non-waterfront regulate d

and unregulated lots . This was done for two reasons : 1) these group s

of lots had similar mean lot sizes and standard deviations of lot size

as well as similar sample sizes ; and 2) the river front and lake fron t
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properties appeared to have a greater number of factors influencin g

their property values, including greater flood damage during the

1964 flood and changing amenity values associated with greatl y

improved water quality of the Willamette River during the 1960's .

Clackamas County Assessment Procedure s

The property values that are the basis of the Oak Grove stud y

were obtained from the Clackamas County Tax Assessor's Office . The

latter's procedures appear to be quite similar to those employe d

by the Benton County Assessor (Chapter II) . Since 1968, Oregon law

requires that all tax appraisals are to be made at 100 percent o f

market value, with an allowable error of ± 5 percent . Prior to 1968 ,

properties were assessed at approximately 25 percent of market value .

These values were multiplied by four before being used in this study .

The 1968 state law tightened up all assessment procedures, so tha t

all later values are assumed to be more accurate .

In theory, assessments are based on the current market value

of similar properties that have been recently sold . According to

the County's Chief Appraiser, all of these index sales are confirmed

by contacting buyer, seller, and/or real estate broker to insur e

that the buyer and seller are reasonably well informed of an y

limitations on potential use of the property . 4

In assessing land, the appraiser starts with an idealized lot ,

typical of the neighborhood, and then adds and/or subtracts adjust-

ments that apply to a specific lot . Adjustments are made for th e

presence or absence of municipal water and sewer service, paved streets,
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curbs, lot size and shape, and occasionally such amenities as "view "

or negative attributes as "low ground ." Based on data from the study

area the various assessors were, however, inconsistent at notin g

adjustments on their sheets, frequently lumping everything togethe r

as "on site amenities ." Therefore, appropriate adjustments to value s

could not be made as was done for the North Albany study area . For

example, since an exact dollar value was not noted for the lack of

paving on Walden Way, and parts of Dogwood Lane, that value coul d

not be added to assessed values of lots there to make them equivalen t

to those lots that faced paved streets . This did not appear to be a

major problem, however, because relatively few lots are in thi s

category (Figure 7) and all of the remaining lots appear to be equall y

serviced, i .e ., none of the streets have sidewalks or curbs whil e

all lots have had access to municipal utilities for at least twenty

years .

Similar to the case in Benton County, on site appraisals are

now being carried out by the Clackamas County Assessor's offic e

every six years . Earlier in the study period, however, on site

appraisals were more frequent . In the study area such appraisal s

were made during 1958, 1962, 1965, 1969, 1972, 1975, and 1981 . The

analysis of data from these years is now presented .

Results of the Analysi s

Analysis of the assessed data from the Oak Grove study are a

results in conclusions that generally reject the hypothesis tha t

floodplain regulations depress land value appreciation rates relative

to those of similar unregulated lands . Although the following figures
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include four types of lots, it is stressed that the most meaningfu l

comparison of appreciation rates is between lots in the non-waterfron t

regulated and unregulated categories .

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate that average values and appreciation

rates of the lots in the non-waterfront regulated and unregulated

categories remained remarkably similar through the twenty-three yea r

study period . The values of both types of parcels were affected by th e

1964 flood, while the implementation of floodplain regulations in 197 1

apparently had little effect . The fact that the unregulated properties ,

which presumably were not damaged in 1964, also displayed depressed

values after the 1964 flood suggests that proximity to flood damage d

properties may affect land values almost as much as the actual inundation .

As would be expected, waterfront properties, especially those with

river frontage, experienced greater negative effects of flooding tha n

properties in other categories . It is concluded that sometime betwee n

the 1969 and 1972 assessments--as the post-diluvial depression subsided- -

the perceived advantages associated with water frontage began to outweig h

any negative attributes of potential future floods and/or of newl y

implemented floodplain regulations . The relatively lower unit values o f

the lake front lots (Figure 9) reflect the fact that a significan t

proportion of those parcels are submerged beneath River Forest Lake .

The sharp upward swing of river front land values in the I970' s

is probably due to several factors, three of which include : a) provisio n

of additional flood control storage upstream ; b) the growing value place d

on aesthetic/leisure time uses of riverine lands and water ; and c )

markedly improved water quality of the Willamette River .
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As noted earlier in this chapter four flood control resevoirs

were added upstream from the study area after the 1964 flood . Although

the addition of these resevoirs did not lower the potential floo d

crests very much relative to the crest reduction from the construction

of earlier projects, it is suggested that the publicity about th e

increased protection probably instilled a greater sense of security

in land owners and other interests concerned with land values . Thi s

increased feeling of security would have encouraged property improve-

ments that subsequently resulted in higher market and assessed lan d

values .

The growing value placed on aesthetic/leisure time uses of natura l

resources during the 1960's and 1970's also would have contributed to

the rapid increase of market and assessed values along the Willamett e

in the 1970 ' s, particularly as the memories of the 1964 flood faded .

The concomitant implementation of the Willamette Greenway increase d

the probability that much of the land along the river--easily accessibl e

by boat to the property owners--would be maintained in an aestheticall y

pleasing condition . Accessibility by water is significant in this case

because across the river from the northern half of the study area ,

industrial land use is a stark reminder of Portland's proximity .

The increased value placed on leisure time/aesthetic uses of wate r

and related lanids would not have been realized along the Willamett e

River had the third factor--greatly improved water quality—been absent .

Markedly improved water quality is probably the most important of th e

three factors that enhanced land values along the Willamette River .

During the 1960's and 1970's, water quality of the Willamette River
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rose from that of a foul open sewer, especially during the low flo w

period of July through September, to that suitable for water contac t

sports . For example, levels of dissolved oxygen which at the study

site sank to between three and four mg/l in August, 1956 had rise n

to an average of between six and seven during the Augusts of 1968-70 . 5

Likewise by August-September 1970, the count of fecal conform bacteri a

had dropped to a small fraction of what it had been during the same

months in 1962 .

	

The EPA concluded that improved water quality

between 1962 and 1970 had caused absolute benefits averaging $3395 pe r

residence that were within 100 feet of the Willamette at the Oak Grove

study site .

	

The study also concluded that the benefits from pollution

abatement declined sharply in a concave manner as distance from th e

river increased . Whereas the average percent of benefits per residence

was approximately 25 for lots within 100 feet of the Willamette banks ,

it had fallen to about five percent 2000 feet from the river .

It is noteworthy that despite higher levels of waste treatment by

upstream municipalities and wood products industries, much of the

pollution abatement is due to low flow augmentation from the sam e

flood control resevoirs that contributed to increased land values throug h

the reduction of destructive flood crests . This fortuitous externality

stems from the fact that the winter flood regime of the Willamett e

River allows complementary resevoir operations for low flow augmentatio n

during the summer and early autumn .

The mean appreciation rates were calculated for the period s

between each of the consecutive assessments, and also between severa l

groups of, consecutive assessments (Figures 10a and 1 OW . This was
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done to facilitate comparison of changes for : a) the long term ;

b) post flood conditions ; and c) various periods before and after

implementation of floodplain regulations .

The intervals shown in Figure 10a and 10b are now discussed ,

with emphasis on the comparative appreciation rates of unregulated an d

non-waterfront regulated lots . The 1962-81 interval illustrates a lon g

term increase in assessed land values that included both a major flood

and implementation of floodplain regulations in part of the study area .

During this 19 year period there is no significant difference in mean

appreciation rates between regulated lots with no waterfront and th e

unregulated control lots . While the river front lots appreciated

significantly less rapidly than the control lots, it should not be

attributed to floodplain regulations, but rather to the effects of the

1964 flood . Table 3 summarizes comparisons of mean appreciation rates

during the various intervals .

The 1962-69 interval shows the full effect of the 1964 flood o n

assessed land values . While the flooded lots had declined in absolute

value by 1965, the control lots did not decline until the 1965-6 9

interval (Figure 10b) .

The 1969-75 interval covers that period when floodplain regulation s

were first implemented (1971) and when the Comprehensive Plan wa s

first adopted (1974) . Some influence of the 1964 flood may be presen t

in this interval . No significant difference in appreciation rates i s

present between the regulated non-waterfront and unregulated lots . The

appreciation rate of unregulated lots was significantly higher than

that of the river front lots during this period . This may reflect that
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the lots which were more severely damaged also had a longer perio d

of depressed values . On the other hand, the lake front lots appre-

ciated significantly faster than the unregulated control parcels .

While the latter difference cannot be explained, it is noteworthy

that the small sample size of the lake front lots and the larg e

variance of parcel characteristics within this group would mak e

any conclusions tenuous .

The 1969-81 interval covers the entire period of regulation plu s

two earlier years . Inclusion of data from 1969 means that some

lingering effects of the 1964 flood may still have been present .

Although mean appreciation rates of lots in both the river fron t

and non-waterfront regulated categories were higher than that o f

non-regulated parcels, they are not significantly different . Again ,

lake front lots appreciated significantly faster than the nonregulate d

parcels during this period .

The 1972-81 interval compares appreciation rates during th e

entire period of floodplain regulation . It should reflect condition s

after the effects of the 1964 flood probably were no longer present ,

with the possible exception of the river front properties . Whil e

there is no significant difference between the mean rates o f

appreciation for the unregulated parcels and both the non-waterfron t

regulated and lake front lots, those of the river front parcels are

significantly higher . This latter comparison again is the convers e

of the study hypothesis that floodplain regulations would significantl y

suppress appreciation rates of regulated parcels relative to those o f

similar unregulated lots . As discussed above, markedly improved water
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TABLE 3 . SUMMARY OF APPRECIATION RATES AND TEST RESULTS BY INTERVA L

	

Test b

	

Study
Interval

	

Category

	

T(A(%)

	

s

	

Results

	

Hypothesi s

1962-69 Unregulated -2 .5 10 .5 --
Regul a t

Non-waterfront -8 .9 12 .6 1 a
Lake front -25 .5 4 .8 1 a
River front -19 .1 11 .5 a

1962-81 Unregulated
Regulated

902 .5 162 .9 __

Non-waterfront 916 .6 226 .8 3 reject
Lake front 955 .2 246 .5 3 reject
River front 783 .8 135 .7 1 accept

1969-75 Unregulated
Regulated

247 .9 56 . 8

Non-waterfront 264 .4 84 .1 3 reject
Lake front 385 .2 75 .3 4 reject
River front 155 .1 44 .0 1 accept

1969-81 Unregulated
Regulated

927 .0 142 . 9

Non-waterfront 1044 .4 331 .0 3 rejec t
Lake front 1339 .8 327 .6 rejec t
River front 1015 .3 253 .0 3 rejec t

1972-81 Unregulate d
Regulated

440 .2 59 . 9

Non-waterfront 456 .9 85 .2 3 rejec t
Lake front 417 .2 127 .6 2 rejec t
River front 643 .3 122 .0 reject
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TABLE 3 .

Interval

(continued )

Category ;CA(%) s
Test

	

b
Results

Study
Hypothesi s

1975-81 Unregulate d
Regulated

208 .7 56 .9 ... ... _ _

Non-waterfront 213 .2 36 .5 3 rejec t

Lake front 194 .6 69 .9 2 rejec t
River front 336 .2 45 .3 4 reject

a

	

Study hypothesis is not applicable because interval antedates
fl oodplain regulation s

b

	

1 . Percent increase of regulated lot values significantly les s
than unregulated lots .

2. Percent increase of regulated lot values slightly less than
unregulated lots .

3. Percent increase of regulated lot values slightly

	

ate r
than unregulated lots .

4. Percent increase of regulated lot values sii .Lter
than unregulated lots .
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quality of the Willamette River and other factors probably contribute d

to the relatively rapid appreciation rate of river front land values .

The 1975-81 interval (Figure 10b) is of interest for several

reasons . It is not only the most recent interval , representing a

period when floodplain regulations became more stringent and comprehen-

sive, but it is also further removed from influence of the 1964 floo d

than any other interval . Moreover, the number of lots to be compared

in both the non-waterfront regulated and unregulated categories i s

approximately double that of the other intervals, which should resul t

in a more meaningful analysis . For this one interval a one-taile d

z-score test was used instead of a t-test .

During the 1975-81 interval mean appreciation rates of regulate d

non-waterfront and unregulated parcels were not significantly different .

The same nonsignificant relationship existed between the lake fron t

properties and the unregulated lots . But river front parcels increase d

at a significantly higher mean rate thatt the unregulated parcels—again th e

converse of the research hypothesis .

It is tentatively concluded that by the 1970's, amenities associate d

with waterfront locations more than offset both flood-related apprehension s

and whatever negative impact floodplain regulations might have had .



Chapter I V

THE OTHER STUDY AREAS

Introduction

This chapter deals with four additional study areas . All can be

included in one chapter because the blanket method of assessment a t

three of the four sites produced assessed data unsuitable for analysis .

Owing to the considerable time and effort expended on site selection

and data gathering for these study areas, the lack of usable data wa s

disappointing . This was particularly the case for those study site s

where enactment of floodplain regulations antedated construction o f

houses, because, as noted in Chapter I, the impact of floodplain regulatio n

on land value appreciation rates should be more easily discerned unde r

those circumstances than when existing tracts of houses become

regulated .

It is hoped that material presented in this chapter will illustrate

some of the problems associated with this type of study and also b e

instructive to others undertaking related types of research .

The Santa Clara Study Are a

The third study area is in Santa Clara, an unincorporated developmen t

in the northern part of the Eugene urban area (#3, Figure 3) . Santa

Clara residents have successfully resisted incorporation into Eugen e

as that city expanded northward and now borders Santa Clara on the

south and west . Thus, the Santa Clara area is now confined betwee n

the Willamette River on the east and the Eugene city limits between on e

and two miles to the west .
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Over recent decades potential flood losses in Sant a Clara have

increased appreciably as land use there has changed from predominantl y

rural to largely suburban . Overflow channels from the Willamett e

River traverse Santa Clara on their way to feed Yazoo type streams

which flow parallel to the Willamette for approximately five to 20

linear miles before their confluence with that river . flooding i n

the greater Eugene area is not uncommon . After a 73 year period o f

record keeping, it was reported that as of 1961 the Willamette ha d

exceeded bankful stage in 59 years . ' Many of these floods were minor ,

however .

The last major flood occurred during the winter of 1964-65 . Thi s

flood caused extensive damage in the area even though a number o f

flood control dams upstream lowered the flood crest by as much a s

14 .8 feet . 2 These floods galvanized the Lane County government into

action . In 1965 lands thought to be flood prone were designated a s

special permit areas . The resulting regulations, which initially were

enforced by the LanO. County Department of Health and Sanitation ,

included the following conditions for new construction : building on

the site must not result in conditions hazardous to the health and/o r

safety of the community ; the Department of Public Works would enforc e

minimum floor elevations ; sewage systems had to be built so as to preven t

health hazards when inundation took place ; construction would not b e

allowed to affect flood flows ; and emergency access had to be assured .

Initially maps in a Corps of Engineers floodplain inforplation study

(published one month before the flood) and county maps were used fo r

enforcement .
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It proved difficult, however, to establish in which parts of th e

fl oodpl ain these regulations were actually enforced during the earl y

period of regulation . The Corps and County maps used for enforcemen t

are in partial disagreement ; and interviews with personnel who ha d

been employed in the enforcement process ten to fifteen years earlie r

yielded contradictory information . According to those who were in-

volved in the process, each proposal to build was scrutinized to

determine if the building site had been inundated during the las t

major flood event (December, 1964) . If it was determined that i t

had been flooded, then the new construction was subject to regulation s

under the special permit system . From the limited information availabl e

it appeared as if the construction sites subject to the regulations wer e

not always in the areas shown as flood prone on one or both of the map s

that were reportedly used .

Another means was then used to locate areas that had been floode d

and therefore probably subject to flood regulations . This was done

through study of low altitude air photos taken during the height o f

the 1964 flood . Information in these photos was supplemented by revise d

USGS 7 .5 minute topographic sheets which designate by color code whic h

houses were constructed since the first printing . Information from the

air photos and these maps facilitated location of regulated an d

proximate unregulated areas built on since implementation of the specia l

permit program .

The selected study area contains four developments . In the regulated

zone are the contiguous subdivisions of Cinderella Park and Coronad o

Park . The control developments include Alder Brook which is one block
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from Coronado Park and Greenbriar Park approximately one-quarter mil e

north of Alder Brook . The study area is zoned RA (suburban-residential )

and contains a mix of single family homes and duplexes . On site

appraisals by staff from the Lane County Assessor's Office had take n

place in 1971 and 1977 . Most of the lots had been built on by 1971 an d

all had by 1977 . Before entering the values of lots for analysis ,

downward adjustments of assessors' data were made for certain lot s

with duplexes that had had assessed values increased from 10 to 30 percen t

for ""utility ." The assessed values of all lots were then converted

to dollars per square foot to offset influence that size difference s

may have had . After deletion of various nonconforming properties--for

reasons similar to those noted in Chapters II and III—the mean apprecia-

tion rate of 57 lots in the regulated developments was compared to tha t

of 80 in the control developments .

Although the mean appreciation rate of unregulated lots was high

enough relative to that of the regulated lots (109 vs . 92 percent) to

accept the research hypothesis, other factors suggest that conclusion s

would be premature . First, differences in valuation appeared to be

related largely to subdivision and/or block boundaries . Assessment s

of lots in control subdivisions tended to be higher . This may have

been caused by lack of homogeneity in the study area . And second ,

the sample variance of the regulated properties is high enough to cas t

additional doubt on the validity of conclusions .

The Dallas Study Are a

The Dallas study area is the only one within the incorporated

limits of a city . Dallas lies on the western edge of the Willamette
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Valley about 15 miles west of Salem, has a population of approximatel y

10,000, and is the county seat of Polk County (#4, Figure 3) . The

extraction and processing of forest products have for decades bee n

central to the city's economy, but the performance of central plac e

functions for the agricultural hinterland and the provision of

governmental services for Polk County have also been important . I n

addition, Dallas is within convenient commuting distance Of the Salem

SMSA, which has become increasingly significant to the economic bas e

of Dallas over the more recent decades .

The most recent serious flooding took place in December, 1964 . Most

of the flooding was along Rickreall Creek which is the major stream

in the community . It rises in the Coast Range, enters the Willamette

Valley close to Dallas, and then winds generally eastward through th e

city towards its confluence with the Willamette River 15 river miles

downstream . A much smaller stream, Ash Creek, flows through a souther n

part of the community .

Most of the urban development has taken place south of Rickreal l

Creek and lies well above the floodplain . While some of the community' s

newer residential development has been built on the floodplains south

of Rickreall Creek, a noticeable topographic difference separates house s

subject to inundation from those that are not . For that reason thi s

area was rejected as a study area . Study of relative appreciation rates

in the floodplains of Ash Creek was rejected because the floodplai n

boundaries had not yet been determined and also because of the hetero-

genous nature of urban development in that area .
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Only one residential neighborhood in Dallas (indeed in Polk County )

appeared to meet the study criteria . This was the recently buil t

Pegg Addition lying on gently sloping land north of Rickreall Creek .

The study area remained in agriucitural use into the last decade ,

being platted in 1976 and built on between 1977 and 1979 . The Pegg

Addition appeared to be a particularly promising study area because non e

of the lots were built on until several years after floodplain regulation s

had been adopted by the city . As noted in Chapter 1, floodplain regu-

lations are generally assumed to have significantly more effect on

developing properties than on established residential neighborhoods .

Moreover, it appeared as if the floodplain regulations were

potentially effective and that adequate information was available for

their enforcement . In May, 1974 Dallas adopted two resolutions designe d

to mitigate future flood damage . Resolution No . 1931 assured the

Federal Insurance Administration that the City of Dallas would enac t

and maintain land use and control measures consistent with the criteri a

set forth in Section 1910 of the National Flood Insurance Progra m

Regulations . Resolution No . 1929 required that subdivision plats

and certain building permits be reviewed for the purpose of establishing

that proposed subdivisions and proposed building be reasonably safe

from flooding . It also required that water supply and sanitary sewage

systems be designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration or contamination

from flood waters . The resolution designated that the Director of

Community Development serve as the officer responsible for review an d

enforcement .
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A spot check of building permits for properties in the study are a

confirmed that the city had . checked lot elevations fOr those propertie s

in the Pegg Addition . It was also confirmed that the owner/builde r

of the addition. had acknowledged that some of the properties wer e

flood prone and that proper precautions had been taken to place floo r

levels above the designated elevation and to otherwise protect agains t

flood damage . Adequate elevation was apparently achieved where

necessary by raising . stem walls and by lowering the streets to provide

fill for the lower lots .

Acquiring accurate data with which to enforce the flood regulation s

required the city to look further than the most readily availabl e

sources, in this case the floodplain information study .published by

the Corps of Engineers . 3 City personnel noted that the Corps stud y

was rejected because it was quite inaccurate, indicating regulatory

flood levels far higher than subsequent, more detailed studies did .

The U .S . Soil Conservation Service (SCS) then calculated flood height s

of a regulatory flood for the city and provided a number of floo d

profiles along Rickreall Creek . The SCS also provided atenchmark i n

thestudy area to aid the .city in establishing elevations . From thi s

information the city used large scale maps (1 "=100 ft .) with two foot

contours to enforce its floodplain regulations .

Of the 37 lots in the study area 17 are entirely above th e

regulated floodOlaih, six have a small portion of the lot in the regU -

lated floodplain, and . 14 have at least two-thirds of the lot in the

regulated area . Since the Dal as Office of Community Developmen t

required that all houses built on lots touched by the regulated
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floodplain be built as if the entire property were in the regulate d

zone, the study compared the mean appreciation rate of 17 contro l

parcels against that of 20 regulated parcels . The gentle slope in the

study area meant that the maximum required increase in elevation

was approximately four feet .

Thus, in most respects, the Dallas study area seemed ideal for

the study . Field checks of the potential study area revealed a

homogenous neighborhood . All but four of the lots were of equal

size (about 8000 square feet), while each of the other four lots

were slightly more than 11,000 square feet . The only difference

between the control and regulated parcels was that the latter had

one additional set of regulations stemming from Resolutions Nos . 1929 ,

and 1931 .

	

The only possible factor that appeared to detract fro m

the study area was the shorter period between assessments than that of th e

other study areas . When the study area was platted in 1976 it wa s

reassessed to reflect the change from agricultural to potential resi-

dential use . It was assessed again in '1979 for the 1980 tax year ,

resulting in a three year growth period for comparison rather tha n

the customary six years .

Results from the last step in the research process--collection o f

assessed data--proved to be a major disappointment . Data from the

Polk County Assessor's Office revealed that assessment did not accoun t

for any flood related phenomena . In 1976, when all of the lots were

undeveloped, each was assessed at $6500, regardless of size or regu-

lations . By 1979, when only two lots remained undeveloped, th e

assessments remained remarkably similar . The basic assessment appeared
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to be $1Z,000 per lot, with $50O increments added for each of th e

following : 1) curbs and sidewalks, 2) landscaping, and 3) large r

size . Undeveloped lots had either $500 or $1000 subtracted fo r

"lack of development," Of the 37 parcels in the study area, one

was assessed at $12,000, four at $12,500, 29 at $13,000, and thre e

at $13,500 . No mention was made about flood damage vulnerability ,

flood regulations, or extra development expense related to floodin g

incurred by the builder . Such blanket assessments rendered i t

impossible to make a meaningful statistical analysis .

Washington County Study Area s

Two study areas were selected in Washington County because i t

experienced very rapid growth during the study period . It wa s

assumed that the impact of floodplain regulations on land value

appreciation rates would be easily discerned under these circumstances .

Washington County comprises the western part of the Portlan d

SMSA (#5, Figure 3) ; it continues to be one of the fastest growin g

counties in the state, both in terms of percent increase and i n

numbers of people added . During the 1960's it ranked first in bot h

the rate of growth (66 percent) and in the numbers of people adde d

(61,700) . During the last decade, its growth rate was third (55 percent)

while the absolute increase of population was again first (87,764 )

among Oregon counties .

Characteristics stemming from long term rapid population growt h

appear to have both helped and hindered the research . On the positive

side, rapid growth increased the probability of floodplain regulation s

antedating development . In addition, sustained rapid growth resulted in
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the population of Washington County reaching a level which enable d

local administrative agencies to develop the capability to deal with

floodplain regulations effectively . For example, in the larg e

Washington County Planning Department some staff concentrated thei r

attention on flood-related problems, while a well staffed Publi c

Works Department not only cooperated closely with the Planning Departmen t

in these matters, but also enforced regulations on building permit s

for floodplain structures . The Public Works Department also made

adcessible to the concerned public and other county agencies large

scale maps (I" to 1040 ft) with floodplain information . The Washington

County Assessor's Office also received this information . For that reason ,

perhaps, personnel in the assessor's office appeared to be more awar e

of floodplain regulations and had better information than their counter -

parts in some of the other counties . Thus, the administrative/institutional

climate appeared to be favorable for use of the floodplain maps tha t

had been supplied by several agencies and for the enforcement of flood -

plain ordinances which were passed in 1974 .

On the other hanld, rapid development resulted in the frequen t

subdivision of lands into smaller lots for residential use, which i n

turn prevented use of a calibration period . It is also questionabl e

whether even large and relatively efficient county agencies can adequatel y

meet the problems associated with continued rapid growth .

Much of the suburban development over the last decade ha§ take n

place near many creeks that drain towards the Tualatin River, the major

surface stream in Washington County . Developers have avoided the

fl oodplains of the Tualatin River due to the well documented floods of
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1964 and 1974, and also because of the availability of alternative

building sites . Documentation of flood conditions is less availabl e

along the creeks because much of the land use there was still rura l

during the 1964 flood and even as late as the 1974 flood . Two study

areas were selected along such creeks . Both are zoned single famil y

residential, with a minimum allowable

	

t size of 7000 square fee t

(RU-4 )

The Butternut Creek Study Area

This study area extends in discrete units for about a mil e

along the creek between 191st and 208th avenues in a band that i s

usually 300-400 feet in width . The study area is divided into two

parts based on period of construction . In the eastern section mos t

of the homes mere built between 1969 and 1971, while in the wester n

section homes were constructed in 1974-75--after implementation o f

county floodplain ordinances .

In the eastern section of the Butternut Creek study area th e

mean appreciation rate of regulated parcels was compared to tha t

of 21 control lots . In this study area on site appraisals took place

in 1970 and 1976 . Problems associated with flooding were evidentl y

well known because in 1975 the Oregon National Guard (ONG) applie d

for a floodplain alteration permit, and subsequently conducted channe l

clearing and widening along Butternut Creek between 192nd and 198th

avenues . A report by the ONG notes that before alteration, between

10 and 15 homes along the creek would be flooded by a 100 year event ,

but that its channel improvements now would contain such a flood . 5
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Records from the assessor's office gave n indication, however ,

that flooding or floodplain regulations had ev r affected lot values

in the study area . In 1976 all but one of the regulated lots was

assessed at $7000 regardless of lot size or proximity to the floodplain ;

while all but two of the unregulated lots, just off the floodway

fringe were also assessed at $7000 . Each of the three lots that were

not assessed at $7000 were valued at $6500 for reasons that are no t

clear from the assessor's records . Although floodplain location wa s

acknowledged in several instances by subtraction of $500 from the

assessed values, in these same cases $500 was also added for "size . "

While many of the regulated lots were somewhat larger than thei r

unregulated counterparts, not all were . It appears, therefore, a s

if lowering the assessed value of the lot for floodplai n ain location

while simultaneously adding an equal amount for size was mearly a

convenient method of justifying blanket appraisals at $7000 per lot .

The 1970 appraisal tended to assign somewhat lower values to lots

that would become regulated in 1974 relative to the value of the contro l

lots . It was assumed that this resulted because fewer flood prone

(future regulated) lots were built on in 1970 than the control lots .

Therefore, the $500 homesite value was not yet credited to as man y

parcels in the regulated category .

It was concluded that a statistical analysis of such blanke t

appraisal methods would be pointless .

Downstream in the western section of the Butternut Creek stud y

area a newer development is located . It was considered to be a

potentially rewarding study area because personnel from the Washington
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Count Planning Office and Public Works Department had indicated tha t

much of this part of the study area had been developed under floodplai n

regulations two or three years earler . Moreover, both assessments (in 1975

and 1980) had taken place after implementation of floodplain regulations ,

which suggested that an impact of such regulations might well b e

discernible . Finally, the large scale map of eastern Washington County ,

which is used to enforce floodplain regulations, indicated that there

were both regulated and unregulated lots in close proximity .

Although the number of lots in both the regulated and contro l

areas was again less than ideal (14 regulated and 18 unregulated) ,

they were all built on in either 1975 or 1976 . In addition, lot size

and socioeconomic phenomena appeared to be homogeneous' .

When the appreciation rates were compared between regulated an d

control lots, however, all were( found to be identical : assessments o f

$2000 in 1975 were increased 1000 percent for each lot in 1980 to $20,000 .

On property cards in the assessor's office no mention was made o f

flood-related phenomena . This method of blanket assessment in 1975 and 1980

may be attributed to any of at least three causes . First, staff in the

assessor's office had a different perception of the extent and distribu -

tion of flooding in the study area than those in the Departments o f

Planning and Public Works . This possibility is strengthened by the fac t

that on the assessor's plat maps of the area the uppermost limit o f

the floodway fringe was delineated just inside the back (lower) borde r

of the lots, whereas on the maps used for enforcement by the Departmen t

of Planning and Public Works these lots were shown to be entirel y

within the regulated area . (This was, parenthetically, the only instance
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during the research that plat maps obtained at the assessor's office s

contained floodplain boundaries .) Second, when the development too k

place flood prone properties were " floodproofed" by elevating lots

with fill and/or raising the foundations . But if this were the

case, assessments did not reflect the cost of such methods of flood -

proofing . And third, blanket appraisal of the area facilitated th e

assessment process in a county where the demand for frequent assess-

ments necessitated by burgeoning growth has outstripped the capacity

of the assessor's office to make careful appraisals--which woul d

include consideration of flood potential and flood regulations .

The Rock Creek Study Are a

Another study area selected in Washington County lids in an d

along the eastern fringe of the Rock Creek floodplain . This study

area, which lies approximately four and one-half miles north of th e

Butternut Creek study area, appeared promising for several reasons .

There are many more parcels to compare than in the Butternut Cree k

study area, 52 regulated and 38 unrequlated lots . In addition, the

Rock Creek study area was covered by uniform zoning (RU-4), ha s

relatively level topography, and appears homogeneous in terms o f

socioeconomic characteristics . The area had been fully developed

between 1967 and 1972, with approximately three-quarters of the house s

constructed between 1969 and 1971 . Many of the regulated lots borde r

on land owned by the Rock Creek Golf Club, which also occupie s

the channel of Rock Creek as well as the floodplains and additional

land on the other side of the creek . The Washington County Assessor's
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Office had made on site appraisals of the properties in the study are a

in 1973 and 1979 . Thus the 1979 assessment would reflect five years

of floodplain regulations .

Similar to the Butternut Creek studies, examination of assesse d

records indicated that floodplain location had had little if any effec t

on assessed valuation (Table 4) . In 1973 all but six of the 52 lot s

that would fall within the regulated floodplain one year later were

assessed at $6000, while the remaining six were each assessed at $8000 .

All of the 38 unregulated lots were assessed at $6000 in 1973 . Earlie r

flooding had apparently had no effect on the 1973 assessment . In 1979

all unregulated control lots were assessed at $25,000, while approximatel y

95 percent (44) of the 46 regulated lots that had also been assesse d

at $6000 six years earlier were assessed at $25,000 too . The two

regulated lots that varied from the norm were each assessed at $27,500 ,

because of " somewhat larger size," and in one case due to "an unobstructe d

view of the golf course ." 6 Each of the six regulated lots that ha d

been assessed at $8000 in 1973 were increased in assessed value to $30,000 .

Apparently easy access to the golf course resulted in the highe r

assessments because these lots are of approximately equal size to lot s

with lower assessed evaluations .

TABLE 4 . THE ROCK CREEK STUDY AREA
Assessmen t

(1000's of dollars )
]ype Lot	 N	 1973	 1979

Regulated 44 25 317 0
Regulated 2 6 27 .5 358 0
Regulated 6 8 30 275 0
Regulated 52. 31 4
Unregulated 38 6 25 317 N/A

Recorded Number
of Permanen t

Flood Related Changes
X .A ()

1973-7 9
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The assessor's records often noted phenomena that are unrelated

to flooding and/or regulation : location on a cul-de-sac, details of

landscaping, and proximity to golf course being most frequently entered .

Under the section entitled topography, where flood-related informatio n

should be entered, it was often noted that a regulated lot was adjacen t

to Rock Creek, but no adjustment in value was made . In only one case

had an adjustment been made for floodplain location . But that $2000

downward adjustment was temporary, because thatLentry was erased and th e

lot revalued at $25,000 . No explanation for this action was entere d

in the record .

Summary

In three of the four cases presented in this chapter blanke t

type assessments refuted the study hypothesis that floodplain regulation s

negatively affect land value appreciation rates relative to those o f

similar lots without such regulations .

In the other case--the Santa Clara study area--the study hypothesi s

appeared to be confirmed, but other factors make conclusions tenuous .

First, there was some uncertainty about which areas were actuall y

regulated during the early years of the study period . Second, the

variance of appreciation rates in the regulated area borders on th e

upward limits of utility . And third, possible socioeconomic difference s

between control and regulated neighborhoods may have accounted for th e

different appreciation rates .



Chapter V

DISCUSSIO N

Tentative Conclusions and Caveat s

The study hypothesis that floodplain regulations significantl y

depress mean appreciation rates of residential land values relative

to those of similar unregulated lots was tested at six study area s

in five counties of Western Oregon . This hypothesis was rejected i n

most cases, and in those instances where it was accepted, circumstance s

render conclusions tenuous . Indeed, the converse of the hypothesi s

was not infrequently the case, with regulated parcels appreciatin g

significantly more rapidly than their unregulated counterparts . Thus ,

most of the evidence from the six study areas suggests that floodplai n

regulations have not had a significant dampening effect on residentia l

land values in Oregon .

But conclusions at this juncture about the relationship between

floodplain regulations and residential land values would be premature ,

because the research could not be carried out under ideal conditions .

First, all of the criteria for establishing study areas could not be

met, even though careful attention was paid to this step in the research

process . A particular problem subsumed under this first point is tha t

considerable development had taken place in some of the study area s

prior to the implementation of floodplain regulations . Under those

circumstances a valid question regarding the relationship betwee n

regulation and land values appears to be whether possible negativ e

aspects of land use regulations are not outweighed by the positive
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attributes of flood insurance which under the NFIP becomes availabl e

concurrent with the implementation of regulations .

Second, in most of the study areas floodplain regulations were

in the emergency phase during all of much of the study period . Thi s

meant that regulations were less stringent and therefore less likel y

to have an impact on property values than those of the regular program .

It is suggested that another study of this type should be undertake n

after local entities have regulated fl oodplains for several years unde r

the more stringent regular program of the NFIP . And third, despite

efforts by the Oregon Department of Revenue to insure uniformity o f

assessment procedures, variances in these procedures from one count y

to the next made it impossible to uniformly adjust for extraneou s

factors affecting land value appreciation rates . A case in point

is the partial implementation of the intent of a 1976 law (HB 3015 )

directing assessors to consider the potential impact of zoning and

other governmental land use restrictions on property values) A s

discussed below, in some counties consideration of these factors i s

reported to enter into the assessment process, while in others it re-

portedly does not .

Results of a questionnaire dealing with this question are corro-

berated by evidence developed during the research . Administered through

FEMA's Regional Office in Seattle, the principal purpose of the ques-

tionnaire was to elicit assessor's attitudes about the relationshi p

between floodplain regulations and residential land values . 2 It was

sent to each county assessor in the States of Oregon, Washington, an d

Idaho . Judging from the relatively high number of returns in Oregon--
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32 out of 36--this relationship is of interest to head assessors throughout

the state . In answer to the question : "When appraising land values ,

are the floodplain regulations taken into consideration or is the assess-

ment based solely on market activity," 59 percent of the Oregon assessor s

answered market activity only . Thus it would appear as if floodplai n

regulations are considered during the assessment process less than hal f

as frequently as directed by H .B . 3015 .

It could be argued, however, that the question (and answers thereto )

are ambiguous because market values already reflect the impacts of zonin g

and other governmental restrictions placed on property owners . Thi s

point was in fact made by some assessors . Another potential difficulty- -

common to information from all questionnaires--is that what people say

they do and what they do not infrequently diverge . This difficulty i s

compounded by the fact that assessors in the field may not agree wit h

or even be aware of the way in which the questionnaire was answered .

Despite these undertainties, a comparison was made between how th e

question was answered and the results of the data in the five counties .

As Table 5 indicates, evidence from data gathered for the study area s

is often different from the answers given to the question about

regulations and assessment . Table 5 also illustrates that floodplai n

regulations do not appear to play an important role in the assessmen t

process .

Regulation and the Assessment Proces s

Certainly no clear cut answers emerge from the study about ho w

the assessment process may be affected by floodplain regulations .

While the research did confirm documented relationships between floods
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TABLE 5 . COMPARISON OF QUESTIONNAIRE. ANSWERS AND ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE S

1

County

2

Study Area

3

Answer tR
Question

4
Assessment

Procedure 1ln
Study Area

5

Agreement betwee n
Columns 3 & 4

Benton North Albany Qualified Yes unclear ?

Clackamas Oak Grove Qualified Yes N No

Lane Santa Clara No unclear ?

Polk Dallas Yes N N o

Washington Butternut Creek Yes N N o

Washington Rock Creek Yes N No

a

	

Question : "When appraising land values, are floodplain regulation s
taken into consideration, or is the assessment based solely on marke t
value? "

b

	

Refers to whether data from the study area suggested that floodplai n
regulations appeared to have or did not appear to have (N) a
negative impact to residential land values .
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and land values, identifying the relationship between floodplai n

regulations and land values proved much more elusive . It is suggeste d

that there are several possible relationships between floodplain regulation s

and assessed land values which may occur either singly or in combination .

-- The assessor's awareness of potential flooding is increased throug h

promulgation of floodplain regulations . The assessment is lowere d

because regulations presumably lower the ab lity of the owner to

develop and/or sell the land . Little evidence of this was found durin g

the study .

-- The assessor bases the value of the property on sales of simila r

properties in the area, which may or may not be in regulated areas . In

this case the assessor is either unaware of floodplain regulations o r

chooses to ignore them, both of which result in regulations not havin g

an immediate impact . This possibility appeared to be common in th e

study areas . Lack of communication between agencies that are concerned

with flood-related matters and the assessor's office suggeststha t

ignorance about floodplain regulations is often responsible for the

lack of relationship between regulations and assessed land values .

-- Values of vacant, regulated lots are assessed without regard t o

regulations or flood potential, as in the case immediately above .

Property owners wishing to develop their lots are subsequently denie d

building permits until improvements are made—e .g ., elevating the lot with

fill and/or convincing authorities that adequate flood proofing measures wil l

be undertaken . The aggrieved owners then appeal to the local board o f

equalization (BOE) which subsequently lowers the assessed values--usually by

50 percent . The assessed value continues at the reduced rate until improvement s

make the lot buildable . Construction of the house is taken by the assessor
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as evidence of adequate improvement, which results in assessed lot

values being raised to what is considered normal for the area . Evidence

of this approach was common in the North Albany study area . In these

instances it is noteworthy that even though the assessed values ar e

lowere _it was only done after owners successfully appealed to thei r

BOE . The assessment process may remain unaffected, continuing to rel y

on market values deduced from other properties many of which may no t

be regulated or prone to flood damage . A recent study outs de o f

Oregon showed that due to flood related regulations the developmen t

costs of lots were increased by 10 to 25 percent above normal . 3

-- The assessed value of developed residential land is reduced due

to the difficulty of selling such properties . This could also lowe r

the assessment of unregulated lands if values are drawn from a genera l

area without regard to regulation . This appears to have happened i n

the Oak Grove study area, but it was related to recent flooding rathe r

than floodplain regulations .

Comparison withSimilar Studie s

As part of the increasing research on societal adjustments t o

natural hazards, a number of studies have attempted to narrow th e

gap in knowledge about the relationship between property values and lan d

use regulations designed to mitigate the effects of natural hazard s

on society . The research presented in this report examined a smal l

portion of that question by studying the effects of floodplain regulation s

on residential land values in western Oregon . A brief summary is now

offered of how findings in this study compare to those of similar studie s

on natural hazards .
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Since this study concludes--albeit tentatively—that floodplai n

regulations caused little if any negative impact on resli denti al lan d

values, it would generally agree with studies of the following authors :

1) Palm, in a study of the impact that designation of zones as earth -

quake prone (the so-called special studies zones) have on the sellin g

price of homes in three California communities, concluded that desig-

nation had "

	

. failed to produce a measurable response, eithe r

in buyer behavior or house price trends . "4 2) Sheaffer and Greenberg ,

when comparing the marketability and prices of houses in regulated an d

unregulated areas of Bergen County, New Jersey, found that "

	

. .

property values were not affected adversely by re9ul ations . " 5p 3)

	

Kun -

reuther et al . , in a sample of 44 communities, found that under certai n

circumstances the value of housing increased more rapidly in hig h

risk hazard areas than in low risk areas . 6 4) Gami anos who studie d

the question in Alexandria, Virginia, concluded that " . . . land use

control measures do not seem to reduce the sale value of fully develope d

single family residential flood prone land . " 7 5) Zimmerman, afte r

analyzing the effect of floodplain location on property values in three

towns in northern New Jersey, concluded that there was no statisticall y

significant variation for flood prone and nonflood prone lands . 8

Because the three towns had been in the regular program of the NFIP since

1974, it may be assumed that stringent floodplain regulations were i n

effect in the flood prone areas for several years during his analysis ,

while such regulations were absent in the nonflood prone areas . An d

6) Baumann,drawing on the opinion of city officials in New Braunfel s

and Seguin, Texas, noted that " there is little evidence that floodplai n
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regulations per se have adversely affected land values ." 9 Bauman n

cautioned, however, that damage caused by the devastating floods o f

1972 and 1973, which (zlid lower property values, made it difficult fo r

city officials to evaluate the effect of land use controls on land values .

The evidence in the Oregon study is in partial agreement with Frenc h

et al ., who found that the effect of floodplain regulations on lan d

values was : to slightly decrease them in Raleigh, North Carolina ; to

cause no change in Jackson, Mississippi ; and to decrease them in Littleton ,

Colorado . 1 0

The conclusions of the Oregon research are at variance with part s

or all of the findings of the following sources--some of which depen d

heavily on the opinion of real tors and/or local officials . 1) Brookshire

and Schulze found, contrary to Palm, that house prices in the special

studies zones in California were significantly lower (an average of

$6140 per house) than those of houses outside the 11 zones studied*

2) French and Burby, reporting the results of two extensive mail survey s

in 1979, found that 22 percent of the responding communities in th e

regular program and 15 percent in the emergency program indicated tha t

floodplain land use management reduced land values . 12 This may be

attributed in part at least to the fact that 50 percent of the res-

ponding communities in the regular program and 36 percent in the emer-

gency program also cited increased construction costs resulting from

floodplain management . 3) Keeling, of the Flood Insurance Litigation

Coalition, presents'a long list of grave fiscal misfortunes that have

allegedly befallen communities participating in the NFIP . 13 Although

the courts have since ruled against the Coalition, Keeling's charges are
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noteworthy as an example of extremist reaction to floodplain regulations .

that can influence implementation of measures intended to mitigate the

susceOtibility to flooding .

Comparing the tentative conclusions of the study in western Oregon

with samples of those of related works, indicates that although

relationships between regulation and property values remain somewhat

less than clear, much of the evidence suggests that up to this poin t

in time regulations have had little or no negative impact .
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